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Fun With the Sled
Read the passage 3 times. Color a snowflake each time you read.

My sled is red and can go fast! 

My red sled and I sit on the hill. 

I tilt the sled and down I go! I 

have fun on my red sled.

Color the correct answer.

1. What color is the 
sled? blue green red

2. The sled can go _.
slow fast up

3. Where are the kid 
and sled? bus grass hill

blue green red
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The Hat Shop
Read the passage 3 times. Color a hat each time you read.

I came to the hat shop for a 

new hat. I see a brown hat. I 

see a blue hat. I see a yellow 

hat. I pick a black hat!

Color the correct answer.

1. Where are they?

hat shop wig shop cat shop

2. Which hat did they 
see? red green brown

3. What hat did they 
get? black yellow brown

red green brown

black yellow brown
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Cold Day
Read the passage 3 times. Color a mug each time you read.

I will be in on this cold day. I 

will play with my pup. I will sip 

from a mug. I will not have a 

cap for it is not cold in here. 

Color the correct answer.

1. Where are they?

outside inside forest

2. What kind of day is 
it?

cold wet hot

3. What will they play 
with?

cat mug pup
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Ice Hockey Game
Read the passage 3 times. Color a puck each time you read.

Rex and Jan play ice hockey.

Jan hits the puck and it hits 

the rim. Rex jabs the puck and 

it goes in the net. Rex wins! 

Color the correct answer.

1. Where is the hockey 
game? ice park bank

2. What does Jan’s 
puck hit? rim pig cab

3. Who wins the 
game? Jan Ren Rex
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Winter Colors
Read the passage 3 times. Color a snowball each time you read.

Can you see the winter colors? 

The pines are green. The flakes 

are white. My sled is brown. 

The fire is red. What colors do 

you see?

Color the correct answer.

1. What color are the 
pines? gray green yellow

2. What color is the 
fire? red brown white

3. What color are the 
flakes? green white red

red brown white

green white red

gray green yellow


